GTPro

®

GTPro® offers customized comfort
control while maximizing the
efficiency of geothermal units. It
provides built-in controls to several
different staging parameters,
allowing for more precise
management to save time, money,
and energy. The software-based
technology behind the GTPro® is
extremely user-friendly.
The ground loop temperature sensor
monitors the ground loop
temperature ensuring proper
function of the system. The loop
monitoring allows for more
aggressive staging when the loop
temperature starts to reach a critical
point. The system will stage up based
on the temperature of the ground
loop, keeping it at an acceptable
level for maximum efficiency.
The GTPro is perfect for both new
construction and retro-fit
applications, combining the most
reliable, easiest to install zoning
systems with the energy efficiency of
geothermal units.
®

Product
Information
Warranty

. All Arzel zoning systems are covered
by a Lifetime Parts warranty.

. Simply register the system within 90

GTPro

®

Efficient Comfort
from the
Ground Up

days of installation at
www.arzelzoning.com/warranty

Technical Support

. Contact Arzel® at 800-611-8312

GTPro

Monday through Friday 8 am - 5 pm
EST with any technical questions or
issues.

. Between the hours of 5 pm - 9 pm

EST, Arzel offers after hours technical
support. Call our direct line to get
connected today.

. Visit www.arzelzoning.com anytime

for more product information, videos,
and other technical resources.

Contact Arzel
800-611-8312
www.arzelzoning.com

www.arzelzoning.com • 800-611-8312

Features

.. Ground loop temperature sensor
Outdoor Air Temperature (OAT)
. sensor
Leaving Air Temperature (LAT)
. sensor
Programmable low voltage auxiliary
. relay
humidification features
.. Advanced
Optional staging timers
Customizable staging options
Panels

. PAN-GTP02 - 2 zone GTPro Panel
. PAN-GTP03 - 3 zone GTPro Panel
. PAN-GTP04 - 4 zone GTPro Panel
Dampers

. Many different types of dampers to

accommodate any new construction
or retrofit application

. Stock dampers ship same day if order is placed before 2 p.m. EST
. Custom dampers usually ship within
24 hours

Benefits
Real-Time Reporting
Versatile Options
The GTPro® can be equipped with
an optional solenoid to control the
humidifier bypass damper. There is
also a built in fossil fuel kit and
advanced dual fuel technology
included in the panel’s software,
eliminating the need for additional
controls. These options make the
panel the most cost-effective,
efficient option to zone any home or
office.

Minimal Bypass Required
By controlling fan speed
independently, little or no bypass is
required with the GTPro® panel. Thus
improving the efficiency of the
equipment and saving the
homeowner on utility bills.

The GTPro® is equipped with a LCD
screen allowing you access to realtime reporting of the system’s
activities. This will save time and
money on installation.

Custom
Programmability
The GTPro® is run by software so it
allows you to program the system
according to a homeowner’s comfort
needs. This makes it extremely
versatile and gives the homeowner
the opportunity to save money while
increasing their comfort.

